 IELTS/TOEFL/ PTE (Duration : 1 Month)





You are probably thinking ‘What makes the “English Touch” different?’
‘Your success is our success’ is out motto. So we strive to offer the best training and
services in IELTS courses.
What also makes us different is our unique system.

 Grammar Skills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Parts of Speech
Tenses
Modal Verbs
Common Sentence Formations
Conditionals
Combining sentences

 Reading Skills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning various reading strategies
Reading for the main idea/details
Recognize writer’s opinion, attitude and purpose
Understanding implied meaning
Mock reading tests

 Speaking Skills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accurate formation of sentences in English language
Complex sentences
Appropriate vocabulary
Fluency and spontaneity process and ideas formation
Syllable stress & intonation
Group Discussions

 Listening Skills
1. Voice and accent training
2. Comprehending British, American, Canadian, Australian accent
3. Optimum practice through Mock Tests

 Writing Skills
1. Logical development of ideas
2. Use of cohesive devices
3. Letter / report and essay writing

 Summing It Up
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.






Maintaining Positive Attitude
Keeping Composure before the Exam
Utilizing Time Efficiently
Tips for First-Timers
Facing Interview Round

The very first day after your admission, we hold a test for assessment of your current
Reading, Writing, Listening and speaking skills.
We first help you to identify the exact reasons why you are not getting the score you
need. We do this by looking at your assessment test and giving you feedback. We plan
your personal lessons depending on your section wise performance in each skill.
We also work on your vocabulary and grammar for enhancing your current set of skills.
We then teach you how to fix those weaknesses and turn them into strengths. We do
this using our classroom and language lab.





You will then put what you have learned into practice and we will continue to give you
personalized feedback after assessment on every Saturday on what you are currently
not doing well enough yet.
We will help you refine and fix any problems until you are able to do everything
effectively. You will get a go ahead from our trainers; you are then ready for the test.

